Good Afternoon!
Thanks for coming to our annual safety lecture. I hope you have all enjoyed the convention this
year, and especially the educational portion of the convention – my own feeling is that we’ve
had some superb presentations. I’m intimidated having to follow the great content we’ve seen
so far.
My goal today is to discuss the accidents that have occurred since our last convention, and
then try to put them into the larger context of MMOPA’s mission and goals.
I’m also a strong believer in trying to learn from others’ experiences, since life is too short for
each of us to get all the direct experience we could each use.
During this program, I’ll first talk about PA46 accidents, both recent and from the past two years
where we now have final NTSB reports. We’ll then have time for some questions, and during
the second hour, I’d like to talk about ideas for continuing to improve the PA46 safety record.
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But let me first quickly review how accidents get onto this list.
The FAA & NTSB define an accident as either a serious injury or substantial damage to the
plane.
Both of those terms is further defined…
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Serious injury is pretty much self-explanatory, and common sense.
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Substantial damage has a very specific meaning to the FAA, and basically excludes the
damage you’d see from a simple gear-up landing.
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So under that definition, this gear up landing never made it into the accident database.

Nor did this botched go-around.
Those incidents might have made the FAA’s incident database, which I’ll talk about later. But
neither appeared in the NTSB reports, and so they aren’t covered in this safety review either.
With that understanding of how accidents make this list, let’s start looking at specifics.
First, though, I’d like to make the same disclaimer I make every year: I was not present for any
of these accidents. All I am doing is using the NTSB and other public records to describe what
may have happened. In many of the cases, all I have is a preliminary report, with minimal
information in some cases.
But my point this afternoon is not to analyze the accidents to affix blame; I’ll leave that to the
NTSB, the FAA, and the insurance companies.
My goal is for us to look at these accidents as learning experiences; trying to learn from
someone else’s misfortune.
I may speculate on causes, without any factual basis for doing so, if it helps make a teaching
point.
I certainly don’t mean to cast aspersions on any of the involved pilots, even when I list pilot
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error as the cause.
Even the best aviation professionals can and will make mistakes or have a bad day;
any of us here could do so. I certainly mean no disrespect to any of our brother
pilots.

So, with that said, the PA46 had a great year!!
Here are the geographic locations of accidents since our last convention - a total of 6 in the
NTSB database.
I also show one presumably fatal accident from Brazil, but I have not included that in my talk
today, since I have no definitive information at all on that one, and it isn’t listed in the NTSB
files.
This is the best convention to convention record we’ve had since 1997 – fifteen years ago.
Let’s give ourselves a hand for that!!
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Just for comparison, here’s the geographic slide I showed last year, with the fatal accidents
outlined in red.
You may remember that last year was our worst year ever.
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I much prefer this current year!!!
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But before talking about this past year’s accidents, I’d like to look at a few of the prior
accidents that now have completed NTSB reports.
It’s always educational to go back and see if our original speculation was borne out, and
also see what other factors emerged that we didn’t think of.
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First, let’s talk about 46 Tango Whiskey.
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This tragedy was our last fatal accident, 438 days ago, in July 2011. I talked briefly about this
accident at last year’s convention.
This Mirage was departing Rantoul, Illinois (near Champaign), destined for Sarasota, Fl.
<CLICK>
The father was flying his wife and daughter to a volleyball camp in Florida.

The pilot was in a hurry to beat a storm front that was approaching from the northwest. We
know the pilot was in a hurry, since line crew heard him urging his wife to hurry up going to the
rest room because a storm was approaching.
So, right away, we start to see the links of the error chain that Pat Cannon talked about on
Thursday, falling into place – not meeting targets, and pressure to get going.
The weather 5 minutes prior to the departure was reported as: <CLICK> Just by itself, that
observation doesn’t sound ominous.
The plane took-off from runway 27, and started to turn to the south.
A witness said strong winds seemed to push the plane down into power lines, and it crashed
here. <CLICK>

The burned wreckage had the gear up and flaps still at 10 degrees.

We know that one of the occupants (I’m guessing the daughter) took some pictures on a cell
phone prior to departure of the approaching weather during aircraft boarding and taxi out.
We know this, because 4 minutes before the crash, these pictures were transmitted to a friend.
The friend provided these photos to the NTSB, and they were analyzed by the senior NTSB
meteorologist. The photos show a defined shelf or rotor cloud right near the airport.
I’d like to talk about thunderstorm meteorology a little bit – specifically, what are roll and shelf
clouds?

To start with, there was a great thread this past year on the forums about rotor clouds over the
Rockies. Here’s an example of that type of mountain/wind induced rotor or roll cloud.
<CLICK START>
But what we’re talking about related to this accident is different – we’re talking about rotor or
shelf clouds associated with convective activity. Which is, in fact, even worse.

You’ve all seen this diagram before of a mature thunderstorm.
You’ve got red inflow updrafts, and the blue descending downdrafts, which are the outflow of
the storm, and usually associated with the precipitation of the storm.
This is what Dr Strahle was talking about on Thursday, with the thunderstorm pulling moisture
upwards until it can’t hold any more, and then letting it fall in major downdrafts.
You can get a roll or rotor cloud here on either the leading or trailing edge of the storm, where
the updrafts and downdrafts are near each other.

Here’s a thunderstorm associated rotor cloud on a gust front ahead of the storm.
<CLICK> And here’s a rotor cloud on the trailing edge of the storm near sunset.
Either way, these are signs of significant turbulence and downdrafts.

A shelf cloud is a little different, but it indicates the same thing.
A shelf cloud forms when the cold outflow from the leading edge of a thunderstorm lifts warm
moist air ahead of the storm, causing a low flat cloud to form.
Just like a rotor, it’s a sign of strong downdrafts from the thunderstorm.

Here’s a shelf cloud at the leading edge of a Midwest thunderstorm.

Here’s another shelf cloud. You can see the precip under it.

And Here’s another example.
The key to remember is that the shelf cloud is the sign of significant downdrafts.

Here’s a shelf cloud picture that makes the turbulence very obvious.
Notice how similar this looks to the video of the mountain top rotor cloud I first showed.

And a final example of a shelf cloud, with the dark moisture-heavy underside of the
thunderstorm just behind it.
This is what showed up very close to the airport in the pictures taken from our accident plane,
and this is what he took off in.
With the downdrafts associated with shelf clouds, at a hundred feet AGL trying to climb, our
family didn’t stand a chance.

The lesson should be obvious – we should avoid thunderstorms by 15 or 20 miles in flight; we
should avoid them by at least that much on take-off or landing.
These things can bring down a commercial jet, never mind a PA46.
<CLICK> Remember Delta flight 191 in Dallas in 1985, which was brought down by a
microburst.

You do NOT want to fly in this.
But this is exactly what you can end up in if you try to beat a nearby thunderstorm out of the
airport.
Or, as John Mariani would show us - <CLICK>
If after this convention anyone still feels their plane can handle nearby convective activity, we
must have heard different lectures.
And the second important point here is that when you’re being squeezed between the
proverbial rock & a hard place, you do not want to be aviating – you want to be on the ground.
We all need to learn to recognize when the error chain links are forming around us, and we
need to take positive action to break that chain.

The next accident I want to discuss is 80JB, a Mirage, in May of last year.
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You may remember this was a VFR flight from Fort Worth, Texas, headed down to San Antonio.

The plane was at 4,500’ shortly after departing Fort Worth, when the pilot noticed the engine
fluctuating and running rough.
He started diverting, and then began to smell and see smoke enter the airplane cabin.
The pilot elected to perform a forced landing on a highway.
The nose gear wouldn’t extend. But it was still a fine emergency landing, and the pilot was
uninjured.
You can see where the fire burned near the firewall.
The plane had had a prior prop strike, and the engine had been removed and reinstalled. The
pilot had only flown a few hrs prior to this flight.
The final NTSB report showed the clamps on the crossover exhaust tube were unsecured,
allowing the hot gases to escape. The nosewheel doors were heat-distorted, which is what
prevented nose gear extension.

So the final cause was a mechanic’s improper engine installation.
But again, kudos to the pilot for a job very well done.

Next is 727MC, another tragic story, in January of last year.
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This was an IFR JetProp flight from Phoenix up to Pueblo, CO. The pilot was experienced, with
3000 hours.

Fairly close to its destination, ATC cleared the plane for a descent at pilot’s discretion from it’s
cruising altitude of FL250.
It started descending at 1,200 ft per minute, but then increased the descent to 3000 ft per
minute.
Just below 18,000, it started turning, with a climb at 5000 ft per minute back up to 19,200 , and
then a final spiral descent at 7000 ft per minute into the mountain at 9700’ elevation.
The post-accident meteorological analysis showed mountain wave activity at 17-19,000, with
the potential for moderate to severe turbulence from 17-23,000’. The pilot did receive a
weather briefing that included the potential for significant turbulences at these altitudes in this
area. PIREPS confirmed mountain wave activity around this area.
Images from a Weather satellite showed the plane enter cumulus clouds, and shortly thereafter
radar showed the plane enter a rapid descent into the ground.
The NTSB report concludes that the pilot lost control of the plane in IMC in moderate to severe
turbulence. The wreckage was all together – the plane did not come apart in mid-air. The gear
was retracted.

To some extent, the discussion about mountain-associated rotor clouds is pertinent
here – turbulence in high cumulus clouds in the mountains is serious stuff, even more
so when you’re IMC. If you must fly, either try to divert around these conditions, or
else slow way down, maybe using the gear, and be prepared for a rough ride. It was
vfr at his destination.

135CC Is a fatal accident from two and a half years ago.
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This was an evening instrument flight from Paducah Kentucky east to Louisville.
The 59 year old pilot had 2500 hrs, of which a fair number were in a Mirage.
The accident plane was a JetProp conversion, which he bought used – it wasn’t his prior Mirage
that had been converted.
This accident was in May; he’d bought the JetProp in March -- 2 months before. He did a good
thing, and attended the JetProp factory transition training. He was new to the panel & avionics,
and the comment from his transition instructor was that during training he spent a lot of time
hunting around the panel for switches and avionics buttons. The instructor’s recommendation to
him was to fly 25-50 hrs VFR before flying in IMC without a safety pilot.
5.6 hrs of flight time later, he was planning the accident trip. He called FSS for a briefing, asking
for the current conditions in Louisville, specifically whether he could go VFR.
The briefer told him he would need to go IFR, for ceilings of 900 broken, 1100 overcast, 3 miles
in mist. The pilot filed an IFR flight plan, and shortly thereafter departed on that flight plan.
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The flight was being vectored and was descending near its destination. The last transmission
was a readback of a vector and descent to 3000.
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At the time of his descent clearance, he was at 4000’ and going 131 kts.
He was cleared for the descent, and over the next 46 seconds, his altitude varied between
3900 and 3800, with his speed steadily decreasing from 119 to 57 kts.
At that point, he stalled and spun into the ground. The pilot and his wife died in the crash.
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Obviously, he got too slow and stalled. And of course, the NTSB simply says the cause was
the pilot’s failure to maintain airspeed in IMC, resulting in a stall.
But WHY?? Well, I can easily envision a situation where the buttonology got him. Where he
pulled the power back for descent, and then got preoccupied with setting up the autopilot to fly
the descent, but not yet actually descending. Speed got too low, plane stalled, and he couldn’t
recover in IMC from a relatively low altitude.
I think this accident emphasizes the importance of transition training. The initial hrs in a new
plane are the most dangerous for all pilots and all plane models. How quickly each of us
reaches proficiency varies tremendously with the pilot and the plane, and you simply can’t rush
it.
When I put the G500 in my plane, I found it took about 20 hrs of flying before I stopped looking
for airspeed and altitude on the backup round gauges and started looking at the tape displays –
and this is the same plane I’ve been flying for 1400 hrs.
This is an area that the Safety Cmte is focusing on as we develop our Voluntary Training
Standards. We really want to give pilots new to the PA46 or one of its variants a clear path to
safe transition, both vfr and ifr.
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I’ll talk more about this later in this session.

Xray Bravo Lima Tango Hotel
Was a Mexican-registered Mirage making a relief mission trip to Haiti after the
floods in mid-2010.
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This is Clearwater Airpark in Florida. The 3500 foot runway 16 begins at the far end, so the
flight in question will be taking off towards us.
Note this line of trees. Though they don’t look like much in this picture, these are 66’ trees 530’
from the runway end.
This was a 2007 Mirage loaded with full fuel, pilot and two passengers, and a bunch of relief
supplies.
After the accident, the NTSB weighed the contents of the plane, and it was approx 500 pounds
over gross.
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This is the Mirage performance chart for zero flaps. Of course, this is for test pilot technique, in
a new plane with a perfect engine. And you have to do some suspect extrapolating for 500
pounds over gross.
The accident pilot actually used flaps 20, but the Mirage POH performance chart for flaps 20
doesn’t have a correction for takeoff weight, and the pilot flew a profile of 95 kts (rather than the
flaps 20 procedure of 80 kts), so I used this chart. Even then, the best climb is 90 kts, not 95 kts
as flown.
This shows clearing a 50’ obstacle at around 3800 feet; the 66 foot trees were 4030 feet from
the takeoff start. Essentially zero margin, and the result is unfortunately totally predictable.
As I said, the experienced commercial pilot took off with flaps 20. He says he reached an
altitude of 80’ AGL and a speed of 95 kts. He then retracted the flaps, the stall warning buzzer
went off, and the plane settled back into the trees and crashed.

The pilot later said his mistake was retracting the flaps too soon. The NTSB agreed, calling his
technique a contributing factor.
But I would agree with the NTSB that the actual cause was poor preflight planning, with the
overloading of the plane with no margin for error. This accident happened before the engine
was even started.
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The one thing the pilot did do right was he flew the plane into the crash, rather than stalling.
Which is probably why there were no fatalities, though the pilot and one of the passengers were
seriously injured.
Weight and balance matters in our plane. Margins matter in our plane. Let’s not cheat on
either.
You really don’t want to be the topic of discussion at one of these safety reviews…
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The last older accident I want to discuss is 350WF
Which is another really tragic approach accident.
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The pilot had flown down to Vero for recurrent training in his plane.
The CFI said they spent a lot of time on the Garmin GPS, and by the end of training the pilot
was competent with the GPS.
The approach was the conclusion of a 5-hr flight from Vero Beach to St Louis downtown.
This was an IFR flight, in IMC conditions as they got closer to St Louis. Destination weather
was 2 miles in mist, with broken layers at 400’ and 1800’.
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On his first approach, the pilot had difficulty holding the localizer, and went missed. He told the
controller he was having problems with the autopilot, but that it was fixed.
He elected to try again, and was brought around for another attempt, and again couldn’t track
the inbound localizer. The controller told him he was low and right of course, and suggested
aborting, since he was going to re-intercept right about at the marker. The pilot declined, and
said he would continue the approach; that was his last transmission.
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Radar last showed the plane crossing the localizer from right to left 0.3 miles outside the
marker. That was the last radar point.
The plane crashed just left of the localizer, just inside the marker.
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There was a post-crash fire, and both men in the plane died.

It’s very sad how many fatal accident reports note the pilot saying he or she was having
problems with the autopilot.
We have to be able to fly our planes by hand, AND we need to know our avionics, including the
autopilot, cold.
A 400 foot broken ceiling on an ILS is not a chip shot, but it certainly should be within the
capability of a PA46 pilot just after recurrent training and an IPC.
And I agree with Pat Cannon’s comment on autopilot use on Thursday – my own personal
minimums are 500 and two – less than that, it’s a coupled approach, with me monitoring and
looking for the runway. But nevertheless, we still have to be able to hand fly, if the autopilot fails,
or if the person programming the avionics fails.
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I hope reviewing these old accident reviews was helpful.
But now let’s move on to the current accidents, those that have occurred since
our last Convention in Hot Springs.
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Again, here are the NTSB accidents from the past year that I’m going to talk about.
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As I said at the beginning of the session, the causes here are my conclusions,
because none of these NTSB final report are out yet.
It’s likely that in a year or two, when the final reports come out, we’ll have more to
discuss and learn from.
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First is 422HP
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This is a 2010 Matrix, on a late night short flight, in California.
The pilot, a flight instructor, was the only occupant, and was on his way to Paso Robles to pick
someone up.

The destination weather was challenging. (with the ceiling right at the GPS minimums)
The pilot says that while on his instrument approach, he lost partial engine power, and put the
plane down in a field 3 miles north of the airport. No injury. Because of dense fog, the police
had to use the GPS signals from the pilot’s cellphone to find him.
This is a fine job of a forced landing in instrument conditions. Almost all PA46 accidents that
occur on instrument approaches end up fatal, so this pilot did very well getting it down safely.

The pilot banged his head during the landing, but otherwise was fine.
Another argument, in my opinion, for airbags.

Hopefully we’ll eventually get more information to learn what happened to the engine power.

Second accident report is 534P – the JetProp on a ferry flight that had an engine
failure in cruise, and ditched in the Caribbean Sea.
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We heard this story yesterday in Peter Beck’s excellent talk, and I have nothing more to add
today.

Next is 21EP in March of this year.
This is a very mysterious and frustrating accident.
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This was a 2010 Meridian, taking off from a 4000’ turf runway in this private fly-in community.
We don’t know why this ATP-rated pilot decided to take off downwind on runway 33.
But on the takeoff, he drifted left, became airborne, clipped some trees, and stalled.

He landed upside down in the back yard of a private home.

Pilot was extracted from the plane, and airlifted to a hospital with some broken ribs and a
concussion.
Happily, he was released 3 days later.
Another testament to the strength of the airframe.
And I know I sound like a saleman, but it’s also another good argument for airbags.
Again, we don’t really know what happened, and I’m hoping the final report will shed some light
on this rather bizarre accident.

Finally, we have 3 loss of control on landing accidents. Fortunately, none
with injuries, which is typical of these type of landing LOC accidents.
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These 3 accidents happened all around the country.
Unfortunately, you all know this theme of loss of control on landing is a long-time issue with the
PA-46 series.
At least two of the current accidents appear to be engine mount failures at the actuator attach
point.
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This is SB 1103D – the 2011 version of the repetitive inspection requirement for the engine
mount where the nose gear actuator attaches.
The initial version came out in 2002. For a time, Piper said replacement with their upgraded
new engine mount would fix the problem.
Then we had more actuator mount failures in the new mount.
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So this latest version requires recurring 100-hr inspections, even if the mount is replaced with
the new style.
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Just as a reminder, here’s a diagram of the engine mount, from the Piper SB, with the areas of
the mount that need to be inspected.
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Of course, the Meridian also has its own similar engine mount recurring inspection requirement1154C, from 2008.
This 50 hr recurring requirement is relieved by replacing with a new engine style Meridian
mount (at least for the time being)…
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As I said, none of the final reports is out on these accidents. But at least
two of the preliminary reports suggest failure of the actuator attach point.
Seeing that half of our 6 accidents this year were landing loss of controls, I
decided to dig a little deeper.
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Here’s a tally of landing LOC reports, both from the NTSB accident database, and the FAA
incident database, for the past 5 ½ years.
(BTW, if you haven’t gone to the FAA incident database, it makes for interesting reading. Just
google FAA Incident Reports)
Note that this table I didn’t include incidents memorialized in the FAA database like: taking off
with the tow bar still attached, leaving the engine running while you deplane and the plane
going for a solo ride of its own, gear up landings, and other stuff like that.
These are just loss of control related landing occurrences, either due to mechanical issues, pilot
technique issues, or both.
This strikes me as a lot of landing accidents. So let me talk about that a little more.

There are lots of potential causes of landing Loss of Control
For example, we just talked about the engine mount actuator mounting point.
Obviously want to comply with SB’s, and hope that Piper has done their engineering right.

But there are various other problems with our nose gear mechanisms.
Best advice here, I think, is to lie on your back under the nose with an expert instructor or
mechanic, and really become familiar with the problem areas to look at. I find these mechanical
issues hard to visualize from words and diagrams, but fairly easy to see when pointed out by an
expert.
This alone would be a great excuse to attend a Safety & Training Foundation seminar.

Be sure your nose gear tire is properly inflated.
This is especially true on the Meridian, given the higher specified pressure it uses.
<CLICK>
I would suggest carrying one of these around on your preflight, and checking pressures every
week or two.

There are also a couple of crosswind landing incidents every year.
I don’t think the PA46 is a particularly hard plane to land in a crosswind. But the rudder/aileron
linkage makes the moment of nosewheel touchdown critical.
All I can say is go out with an expert PA46 instructor and practice some real crosswind landings
and get your technique rock solid.

Hard landings usually occur because of distractions, or because of gusty winds.
As was mentioned on Thursday, practice a sterile cockpit near and in the pattern. Part of your
passenger preflight should cover this.
And again, go out with an expert instructor and practice in some gusty winds.
Or set your personal wind limits – I remember a flight where I was landing at a relatively short
runway in 22G32 crosswinds. On short final I decided that I was just not comfortable with this,
right about when my right rudder ran out of travel. I went around, and found somewhere else to
land. Not every approach needs to end in a landing. Avoid that macho “I can do it!” attitude.

Next year, let’s see if we can get these landing incident numbers down.

So that’s a summary of the NTSB database accidents and incidents since last convention.
Any comments or questions, before we continue?

For the second part of this talk, I’d like to talk some about trends with our airplane.

Here are the NTSB accident numbers from 1984 to the present, by calendar year (rather than
convention year), in the yellow line.
The number of accidents is generally increasing, as is seen in the white accident number trend
line.
But since the number of PA-46’s in the fleet is also increasing (from 83 initially to roughly 1300
now), it’s important to look at the accident rate.
Since the FAA no longer estimates hrs flown for individual general aviation models, I’ve used
accident rate per 100 registered aircraft as a surrogate – that’s the bright blue line, with the
slowly decreasing trend line.
So, while the total number of accidents rises, our rate is very slowly dropping, which is good,
and may be due to better training over time and perhaps improved avionics like NEXRAD in the
cabin.
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Here are the just fatal accidents from 1992 to the present, by calendar year – that’s the bright
red line.
The number of fatal accidents had been generally increasing, as is seen in the red accident
number trend line.
The fatal accident rate per 100 registered aircraft is the yellow line, with the slowly decreasing
trend line.
Again, it’s good that the fatal accident trend is downwards over the long term, but averaging 5
or 6 fatal PA-46 accidents annually was still too high – This year’s rate of zero so far is beautiful
– let’s continue that for the at least the next 2½ months.
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For some context, here is a graph from the preliminary 2011 Nall report from AOPA.
You can see that both the overall GA fleet accidents, and the fatal accident number, are on a
slow downward trend.
Overall, we know that GA hours are slowly decreasing, with GA pilots flying less, so these
trends would be expected.
<CLICK>

But if we look at rates (per estimated 100,000 flight hours), the story is different.
<CLICK>
The overall GA accident rate is slowly rising, and the fatal accident rate is flat.
Compared with these overall GA trends, our PA46 numbers (not strictly comparable) actually
look better.

This graph is rather messy.
But the blue line is the rate of NTSB accidents since 1984, and the red line is the number of
fatal accidents since 1992.
Each has a trendline, and there a couple of things to notice.
First, the two trend lines are much closer together than in the Nall report data. What this means
is that a higher percentage of our accidents are fatal, compared with GA as a whole. And that’s
exactly what the Nall report shows – that single engine retractables (both piston & turbine) have
accident lethality rates twice as high as single engine fixed gear planes (14% vs 23-28%).
But importantly, both these trend lines for the PA46 are decreasing over time, whereas the Nall
overall GA lines are flat or slightly rising. This shows progress in the PA46 that is not evident in
the overall GA group (again, allowing for differently measured rates).
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OK.
At last year’s convention, I went over the most accidents ever presented at a single convention.
This year, I’ve discussed the fewest accidents (both overall and fatal) in 15 years.
My question is WHY??
<CLICK> Why so much better this year.
Obviously, if it’s something we did – we want to keep doing it!
I can think of 3 possibilities for the good year we just had…
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First, it could be just simple chance – PA46 drivers had good luck this past year. All the
educational and training work we’ve done is irrelevant, and it’s just random chance.
Is that possible?
Well, if we assume a normal distribution of accident likelihood, which is probably a decent
assumption, the chance of only six accidents, given the history of PA46 accidents up to now, is
less than 6%, or 1 in 17.
With the same assumptions, the chance of zero fatal accidents, given our history of fatal
accident rates, is about the same – 1 in 14.
So, it’s possible that this past year was just a random fluctuation, but it’s not terribly likely.

Possibility two is that all our efforts are responsible, but in a very indirect way.
Does anybody know what this massive building was?

Here’s a hint:
This is a view of the interior of one small part of that huge factory building.

This was Western Electric’s Hawthorne Electrical Works in Cicero, Ill. (Western Electric was
the manufacturing arm of AT&T.)
The Hawthorne factory was built starting in 1905, expanded over the decades, and
accommodated over 45,000 workers at it’s peak. The factory was closed down in 1983 and
turned into a shopping mall. Among other things, this factory designed and built all the relays
used in AT&T phone exchanges over several generations.
But this factory is most famous because of a number of experiments conducted by some
Harvard researchers there between 1924 and 1932.
These researchers were trying to maximize worker productivity. They varied working conditions
(most famously, lighting levels in the plant) and measured worker output.
What they found was that with every change, even if only a change back to original conditions,
productivity increased for a while.
If they turned up the lights, output went up transiently. If they turned them up some more,
output went up again. And when they turned the lights back down to where they started,
productivity spiked once again.

Basically…

The so-called Hawthorne effect says that…
Over the past year, MMOPA and the Safety & Training Seminars have focused a lot on decision
making and accident analysis. We’ve talked about voluntary training standards, the MU-2
example, and so on. We’ve encouraged instructors to focus on higher order pilot skills, in
addition to mechanical flying skills.
<CLICK>
The Hawthorne effect question would be: are we seeing better safety this year merely because
we’ve emphasized safety, rather than because of the specifics of training?
That would certainly have implications for the work the Board is pushing – to know that the
publicity is more important than the content…
<CLICK>
The answer is – we don’t know.
But we know Hawthorne effects tend to be transient. We certainly intend keep talking about

safety!

However, your Board, and the Safety & Training Foundation, and our instructor community, are
making the assumption that…
So we intend to continue that focus.

So, why did we have a great past year?
Maybe it’s a combination of all of the above.
A few years from now, perhaps we’ll know. For now, we just have to keep working at safety.

Last convention I talked about worst year in PA46 history for accidents and fatalities.
Last hour I talked about this past year, which was the best year in a long long time.
What I’d like to talk about now is how we intend to keep this past year’s good record going…

I showed this slide at last year’s convention, and I’m happy to say the numbers haven’t
changed since then – no fatal NTSB accidents since last convention.
It’s no surprise that the majority of fatal accidents in our planes involve pilot judgment, with
some involving piloting skills. And only a small proportion are mechanical-related. So the pilot
is the primary cause of over 80% of PA46 fatal accidents.
You all agreed with this conclusion in last year’s member survey.
Last year, the Board proposed working on a set of voluntary training standards that concentrate
on pilot judgment and pilot skills.

We also know that a disproportionately high number of PA46 accidents happen to low time-intype pilots.
That would imply we should focus especially hard on initial transition training.
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The concept of a clear standardized initial transition training is certainly not new.
I hope every pilot in the room has read the 1994 AOPA PA46 Safety Review. This discussed
the inflight breakups from the early days of the PA46, and concluded correctly that the plane
was fine, but pilot training was the problem – people were now flying pressurized planes in the
flight levels, and weren’t ready for it.

Well, you may not remember that in that publication, AOPA also included a suggested a set of
training standards, as a guide for pilots and instructors.

At that time, AOPA suggested that you could complete initial PA46 training in 8.5 hrs of ground
study and 6.5 hrs of flight time.
That may seem a very low bar nowadays, but at the time, it was considered quite conservative
and proactive.
But this is why I say training standards have been around for quite a while. AOPA had a basic
syllabus that they proposed for each of these knowledge areas.
As you know, the Safety Cmte is working on voluntary training standards, in an effort to help
PA46 pilots (both new and experienced) make sure they and their instructors have a good
roadmap to proficiency – we are working with our expert instructors, since they are the pros on
this topic. The idea is to lay out the kind of advice you’d get if you had an uncle who was expert
PA46 instructor, who was giving you their advice on how to be a safe PA46 pilot.
I’d hoped to have an early draft to present here, but the work is going slower than expected,
and that’s on me. Day jobs keep getting in the way. But progress is being made, and after our
instructors sign off, we’ll use the website to disseminate the training standards for comment.
I’m pretty certain we’re going to suggest more than 6.5 flight hours for initial training, especially

in this day of complicated avionics.

Another aspect of safe flying that’s been getting press over the past year is the idea of teaching
judgment, in addition to specific piloting skills.
Last years Society of Aviation & Flight Educator’s meeting of CFI’s came up with several
conclusions, which I talked about last year –
particularly teaching higher order pilot skills, accident analysis, and generally upping the
standards of flight instruction.

Pat Cannon talked about the example of the MU-2 on Thursday at our Hyman Lecture.
The MU-2 community ended up with a special FAR; we’d really like to avoid that for the PA46,
which is why we’d like to improve the PA46 safety record voluntarily.

But the emphasis in the MU-2 SFAR is standardized type-specific training and currency, much
of which already exists, or at least is available, in the PA46 community.

In the 6 years since the MU-2 SFAR was mandated, there’s only been one fatal MU-2 accident.
And we heard some of the circumstances of that one accident on Thursday.
That’s an impressive improvement from the MU-2’s prior record, as you can see here.

Well, MMOPA is not alone in looking for ways to improve safety.
A number of type-specific clubs and GA organizations are having the same discussions we
have had.
I’ve been involved in discussions with a coalition of organizations called the Type Club
Coalition, exploring these issues.

These are the goals of the Type Club Coalition.
As you heard from Dr Rosekind in his fatigue lecture, the NTSB is very much a supporter of
type clubs to improve GA safety.

You can see that MMOPA already has a leg up with the first three bullets – we have a fine set of
expert instructors, though unfortunately not all PA46 pilots use them.
And the insurance companies have mandated a certain level of annual and recurrent training,
although this mandate is less specific and detailed than some of us would like.
As far as the other goals of the Type Club Coalition, we also would like to increase MMOPA
membership, and we try to share best practices – an example being the return-to-service
manuals.
Finally, every one of these other type clubs is now talking about voluntary training standards, as
we talked about at our convention last year, and are working on.
So, all of the major organizations in general aviation are involved in this quest for increased
safety, and there has been a lot of convergence in what directions to take.

I’d like to suggest that we change how we think about flying safety, at least within our PA46
community.
Let me explain what I mean.

For years I’ve been showing you tables like this one, comparing accident rates of our plane with
other comparable airframes.
The implication, of course, is that our goal is to match other like airplanes – basically, if our
accident rate were the same as the Pilatus, all would be well with the world. I guess that’s fine,
when our rate is high to begin with.
But do we as an organization really want to strive to be average??
If our goal is to match industry benchmarks, what do we do about a year like the past one,
where we had zero fatal accidents and a near record low number overall? Of course no one in
this room would argue we’ve gone too far in the direction of safety.
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I’d like to propose a different way of thinking about aviation accidents.
For years, medicine has been borrowing from lessons learned in aviation, especially teamwork
and CRM and checklists. I’d like to turn that around a little bit.
<CLICK>
So to get my point across, I’m going to use a medicine example, called CLABSI – which stands
for ….
<CLICK>
A central line is a special type of IV that goes into a big vein. It’s used when you need a lot of
fluid, or to give certain special medications.
The problem is that bacteria can get onto the central line, and work their way down the plastic,
until they reach the vein, and then the bugs have a wide open doorway into the body, causing a
nasty infection – a CLABSI.

When I was a surgery resident 30 yrs ago, these infections were common. We all
figured this was just the price of having a central line, sort of like that Bruce Hornsby
pop song “That’s just the way it is”.
Of course, we in medicine were safety conscious even then, and we always watched
to be sure that our infection rates weren’t significantly higher than the national
averages. (beginning to sound familiar?)
If anyone had the temerity to suggest we could virtually eliminate these serious
infections, we’d have thought they were crazy. But nobody said things like that in
those days – these infections were expected, and we were resigned to them.

This is the data from my community hospital. For years, we were having 2-5 of these infections
each quarter in our ICU, at rates that were comparable to, or even a little below, nationwide
averages. In fact, our rates were better than Johns Hopkins. So we thought we were doing
fine.
Then about 10 years ago, some heretics within medicine started saying that we should try to
eliminate these infections, not just push them down to a benchmarkable level. Reasonable
people thought those docs were crazy.
But over time these non-conformists developed a series of fairly simple steps, and showed that
with those simple steps, rigorously applied, one could nearly eliminate these CLABSI infections.

Our hospital was an adopter of this methodology back in about 2008. <CLICK>
Our rate of these infections promptly dropped, and we recently had a 42-month period of zero
central line infections in our ICU. (The staff was devastated when they had a single infection a
two months ago to end that record.)
So – “everyone knew” that central line infections were inevitable. It was unquestioned, at least
until some folks did start to question. And it turned out they were right.
My point is – “everyone knows” that we’ll always have people going out and killing themselves
in PA46’s. Many of you said as much in our safety survey last year.
That’s exactly what generations of doctors said about CLABSI’s in ICU’s – and those
generations of docs were WRONG.

Until some folks were brave, or foolish, enough to make their target ZERO, nothing changed.

I’d like to propose a TARGET ZERO for MMOPA – ZERO fatal accidents.
Is it actually achievable? – maybe not completely (though it has been 14 months since our last
domestic fatal accident).
But isn’t this a goal worth pursuing, even if we never completely achieve it??
And if we don’t try, how will we know if it’s achievable or not??

What would it take to achieve this goal, based on other efforts, like the medicine example I
gave you?
First, and perhaps most importantly – a culture change. A change from benchmarking rates
(comparing to other airframes and overall GA results) to a goal of zero deaths.
Both Pat Cannon & Dr Rosekind talked about the need for culture change in general aviation.
Pat called it a “passion for safety”; Dr Rosekind called it an acceptance of the physiology of
sleep and not glorifying the folks who ignore their body and get away with it.
I see it as a culture change such that all members of the PA46 pilot community don’t find it
acceptable to buzz a runway at 4 feet AGL, or repeat a failed instrument approach multiple
times, or fly missions on autopilot that you wouldn’t be able to fly by hand, or not training on
your avionics to complete proficiency, or doing all your training with a local CFI who spends the
vast majority of her time in Skyhawks.
Will this be Hard to achieve? Yes. But let me tell you another story about culture change.

When I first started my private practice 25 years ago, you would walk into our community
hospital, and see nurses and docs at the nursing stations on the units sitting smoking.
<CLICK> If you walked into a nurses break room, sometimes the smoke was so thick, you
couldn’t see 10 feet across the room.
Nowadays, the young docs and nurses don’t believe me when I tell them this – it’s absolutely
inconceivable to them to have healthcare providers smoking in a hospital. The culture has
changed…
Culture change can happen, though it takes time.
We need get to the point where rolling your own procedures or violating minimums or not using
SOP’s or flying when you’re exhausted is something to be pitied, not admired or even tolerated.
What else do we need to attempt a target of zero?

Zero fatalities will require excellent initial and recurrent training.
This is the focus of our VTS that I mentioned earlier – what to look for in instructors, what to
expect as thorough training.
We are very lucky with our airframe – we have a supply of outstanding instructors.
Part of our VTS effort is to take our instructor’s wisdom and record it for dissemination.

Zero fatalities will require individual commitment to proficiency, not just legal currency.
This will likely mean voluntary twice yearly training of some sort, rewarded by insurance
discounts.
Fortunately, we have great partners in our instructor community and the Safety & Training
Foundation to help with this.

Zero fatalities will require creative new ways to educate ourselves, more in tune with an internet
generation – internet based learning, online programs, etc.
Dr Strahle talked on Thursday about the wealth of weather options now available on the internet
– some of our pilot training needs should be available there as well.
I would say this convention has been a great learning opportunity, but what about the other 60%
of our members? We need to spread our teaching more widely, in a way that is convenient for
more PA46 pilots.
Again, we are lucky in that we have the Safety & Training Foundation offering great courses
with superb instructors. But once again, only a minority of our members participate. We have
to change that, or we are not going to eliminate fatal accidents.

As an example of new approaches to safety education, everyone should be familiar with the
AOPA online courses.
These are professionally done, and many are quite good.
But we don’t need to spend that kind of money to have a useful program.

The American Bonanza Society has just started a series of training videos on their website.
This one, for example, is focused on the Bonanza landing gear. <CLICK ON SPEAKER>
Yesterday Pat Cannon talked about the online icing course that MU-2 pilots are required to take
every two years.

For a PA46 example, think back to the landing loss of directional control accidents I talked
about earlier. This is the letter Piper sent out in 2008 about checking things like tire pressure,
rake angle, roller gap, and so on.
<CLICK> Here’s the diagram on that letter.
But wouldn’t it be neat, not to mention more helpful to many of us, if we had a video taken from
under the nose of the plane, with Kevin Mead or Chad Menne or one of our other maintenance
gurus, pointing out the specific things we should be examining on our preflight. Doesn’t need to
be fancy, just clear.
This type of computer based learning is also something the Safety Cmte is working on as part
of the VTS project.

And of course, we need a vigorous training program.
Again, we are lucky in that we have many superb instructors, and we have the Training
Foundation giving good seminars.
We need to convince all PA46 pilots of the value of training with an expert.

We need to recognize that our initial efforts will not be perfect.
Even if we accomplish zero fatal accidents among MMOPA members, there are a lot of PA46
pilots who are not MMOPA members. Initially, our efforts will likely not reach many of those
folks. But that’s not a reason to stop – imagine if we could set a sustained record of no fatal
accidents among active MMOPA members… Wouldn’t that be a strong incentive for more
people to join and participate?
My feeling is - Let’s make MMOPA the nucleus of this professional-minded safe set of pilots.
COPA talks about how members of their organization have accident rates 50-75% lower than
non-members. Let’s achieve the same thing with MMOPA, since, as I showed last year, that
isn’t currently the case – MMOPA members have just about the same fatal accident rate as
non-members.

Finally, we need peer pressure.
Pat Cannon talked about peer pressure as a bad thing.
But it can also be a good thing, when the pressure is to be a better pilot.
After all, we know that accidents affect us all, either emotionally or financially.

But Tom Keiffer argues in his President’s column in the latest magazine issue that peer
pressure can actually be a force for safety – as at the Hot Springs Airport last year, when all of
us were waiting to leave the convention on the foggy Sunday morning. This was a picture on
the ramp at 8 am that day.
I think peer pressure stopped anyone from attempting a zero-zero takeoff – we all waited until
the weather improved a bit, which was the smart thing to do.

If we had a sign like these on the website, who here would want to be the pilot to start the clock
over at zero?

I realize I’m preaching to the choir here.
You all spent your time and money attending the Convention, at least in part to become better &
safer pilots.
I know that no one in this room wants to be then next accident statistic. But we have to work at
that.
And that work starts here, with us. With us focusing on safe piloting, good judgment, and a
desire not to ever show up in the NTSB database.
Then, when we’ve got our house in order, we can spread our ideas out, using training
standards, new learning options, and so on.

I believe the goal is worth it.
And we’ve been given many of the tools we need these past few days here.
Let’s not be satisfied until we’ve put those tools to work.
I’d ask everyone to make a commitment to reach our next Convention in Scottsdale with zero
fatal PA46 accidents!

Thanks very much.
I’ll post these slides on the website in the next few days.
Questions and comments are welcome.
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